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The rate of nitrification within a laboratory-scale Biological Aerated Filtration treatment system

at 48C was investigated during an exposure time of approximately four months (acclimatized

experiments). In addition, shock experiments from 208C to 48C and from 48C to 208C were

performed. The acclimatized experiments demonstrated that the exposure time the system

remained at low temperature strongly affects the rates of nitrification. Nevertheless, the

experiments showed that significant nitrification rates are maintained for up to 115 days at 48C.

The rate of ammonia removal after an exposure time of 115 days at 48C was shown to be as high

as 16% of the rate of removal observed at 208C. The 208C to 48C shock experiment demonstrated

a 56% decrease in the rate of ammonia removal. On the other hand, the 48C to 208C shock

experiment demonstrated an increase in the relative rates of ammonia removal of up to 300%

when compared to rates of removal measured after 115 days at 48C. Thus, although the rates

of nitrification have been shown to decrease significantly as a function of exposure time at 48C,

the process has demonstrated important rates of ammonia removal at 48C for the approximate

span of the North American winter.
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INTRODUCTION

Nitrification is currently the most economical method of

decreasing ammonia concentrations from municipal waste-

waters and therefore the most widely employed means of

ammonia removal within wastewater treatment plants

(WWTP) (Metcalf & Eddy 2003). The temperature sensi-

tivity of the microorganisms responsible for nitrification is

of considerable concern when designing WWTPs that

function in northern climates. At low temperatures, a

psychrophilic population of heterotrophic organisms that

have only slightly longer generation times than the

organisms that dominate at warm temperatures develops

within the treatment system (Wijffels et al. 1995). In

contrast, nitrifiers do not experience a population shift.

The same organisms responsible for nitrification at 308C

are responsible for nitrification at 58C (Wijffels et al. 1995).

The minimum generation time for nitrifying bacteria at

308C was shown to be approximately 15 hours and at 58C

was shown to increase up to 200 hours (Kors et al. 1998).

Thus, the sensitivity of nitrification to low temperatures has

often led to a temporary or an extended lack of ammonia

removal during winter months within WWTPs.

Past studies of suspended growth treatment systems

have shown that little or no growth of nitrifying bacteria

occurs below 48C (Buswell et al. 1954; Painter & Loveless

1983; Dyke et al. 2003). McCartney & Oleszkiewicz (1990)

showed that nitrification halted below 68C, within different

reactors under various operating conditions. In contrast to a

significant number of studies showing loss of nitrification at

low temperatures, other researchers, also using suspended

growth systems, have demonstrated significant rates of
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nitrification at temperatures below 58C (Oleszkiewicz &

Berquist 1988; USEPA 1993). Rittmann & Snoeyink (1984)

attributed this inconsistency in the ability to maintain

ammonia removal at low temperatures to the capacity of

the system to grow and maintain slow growing nitrifiers

for long retention times. Furthermore, it is important to

note that the above studies did not evaluate the rate

of nitrification after extended periods of time at low

temperatures. In fact, the discrepancies observed in the

above-mentioned studies may be explained if the rate of

nitrification changes significantly with exposure time at

cold temperature; thus experiments conducted immediately

after the system reaches cold temperatures may report

higher rates of nitrification, while experiments conducted

after several days or weeks at cold temperature may report

lower rates or a complete loss of nitrification.

The recent implementation of more efficient and

compact attached growth technologies such as Biological

Aerated Filtration (BAF) treatment systems has shown

improved rates and maintenance of nitrification over

traditional, suspended growth treatment systems (Le Tallec

et al. 1997; Payraudeau et al. 2000). Despite the lack of

consistent nitrification rates of suspended growth treatment

systems at low temperatures, there is evidence that attached

growth nitrification processes have the potential to consist-

ently achieve significant rates of ammonia removal at low

temperatures (WEF 1998). In addition, Wijffels et al. (1995)

have shown that immobilized nitrifiers are less sensitive to

temperature changes than suspended growth nitrifying

bacteria due to diffusion limitations of the biofilm matrix

and an increased affinity to substrate. The main advantages

of the attached growth treatment systems over suspended

growth treatment systems are their ability to maintain

higher concentrations of active biomass and to maintain a

higher biomass age (Bryers 2000). This maintenance of high

biomass age within reactors favors the selective develop-

ment of slow growing bacteria such as nitrifiers and thus

increases the potential of the nitrifiers to remain active even

at low temperatures.

Although past studies have demonstrated significant

rates of attached growth nitrification at temperatures below

58C (Rittmann & Snoeyink 1984; Andersson et al. 2001;

Bouillot et al. 1992), nitrification rates for a prolonged

exposure time at cold temperature have yet to be

characterized. In Canada, the temperatures in lagoon

treatment systems (which account for approximately 80%

of the WWTPs in the country) drop to as low as 48C during

the winter months. Thus, the ability of attached growth

treatment systems to achieve nitrification at 48C for an

extended period of time is of key importance. This ability to

maintain nitrification throughout winter conditions could

distinguish BAF treatment systems as viable solutions,

whether as additions or upgrades, to current lagoon

treatment systems in order to remove ammonia from

wastewater all year round. Hence, the objectives of the

present work are to study the change in the rate of

nitrification within a BAF system which is exposed to 48C

for a period of four months, and to quantify the effect of

sudden temperature changes on these rates.

METHODS

Reactors

Two identical laboratory reactors denoted as R1 and R2,

shown in Figure 1, were designed to simulate the BAF

BioStyr treatment systems (Veolia Water, Paris, France).

The reactors consist of two components, the main reactor

and an aeration basin, between which the fluid is

recirculated via a recirculation pump. The packed bed

within the main reactor contains the 3.8 ^ 1.2mm diameter

polystyrene bead substrata. Nitrifying biofilm was grown

directly on the substrata within the packed bed. The

aeration basin was added in series to the main reactor in

order to eliminate biofilm sloughing from the shear effect of

Figure 1 | Schematic of reactors R1 and R2. Packed bed filled with BioStyr polystyrene

beads (Veolia Water, Paris, France).
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the aeration bubbles travelling through the packed bed.

Mixers were added to the reactor and the aeration basin to

promote complete mixing of the fluid within the system. It

should be noted that no separation step exists in the reactors.

The reactors were operated as continuously stirred tank

reactors with recirculation (CSTR with recirculation). The

reactor design incorporates a recirculation system in order

to ensure a constant fluid rise rate within the reactors.

The constant rise rate of fluid enables a uniformly concen-

trated wastewater to bathe the packed bed regardless of

the influent flow rate into the reactor. The addition of the

recirculation pump therefore ensures a constant superficial

velocity within the packed bed regardless of the inlet flow

rate and also enables the reactors to approach completely

mixed flow conditions within a packed bed reactor which,

under simple flow-through conditions without recircula-

tion, exhibits plug flow properties.

The ability to compare rates of removal between

different types of attached growth treatment systems is

often challenging. In the case of suspended growth systems,

the kinetic rate is traditionally expressed with respect to the

measured quantity of volatile suspended solids (VSS)

(Metcalf & Eddy 2003). Attached growth treatment systems,

however, are not conducive to sampling the bacterial cells. It

is often difficult to access the substratum where the bacterial

cells are attached and the cells themselves are embedded

within a matrix of extracellular polymeric substance (EPS).

This EPS matrix is impossible to differentiate from the

bacterial cells using traditional drying and weighing

techniques. However, if the quantity of biofilm per volume

of substratum is constant during the experimental phase as

shown in this study, the volumeof the substratumcan be used

to express the quantity of biomass in the rate expression.

Thus, thekinetic ratesof removalof attachedgrowth treatment

systems are often expressed with respect to the volume of the

substratum uponwhich the cells are attached. Since different

types of systems contain substratum of varying size, shape,

and configuration, the relationship between the rates of one

treatment system compared to another is difficult to discern.

Experiments

For each experiment, the two reactors were operated in

parallel and placed within the same temperature controlled

environment at 208C or at 48C. An experiment involved

providing the reactors with a steady influent ammonia

concentration of 15mg-N/L and then monitoring the

effluent nitrite, nitrate and ammonia concentrations. The

hydraulic retention time (HRT) ranged from 1 to 8hrs

depending on the experiment. The hydraulic retention time

was varied from one experiment to another in order to

maintain a minimum concentration of 5mg-N/L within the

two reactors; in particular the HRT of the reactors were

increased as the rate of the nitrification decreased with

continual exposure to cold temperatures. A concentration

of 5mg-N/L was maintained in the bulk liquid in order to

avoid mass transfer limitations of the substrate through the

biofilm. The limit of 5mg-N/L is in based upon the

theoretical mass transfer limitations within biofilms when

oxygen in not rate limiting as predicted by Gujer & Boller

(1986). The superficial fluid velocity was maintained at

21mm/min, the pH was maintained between 7.2 and 7.8,

and the dissolved oxygen (DO) was maintained above

6mg/L and 10mg/L for 208C and 48C experiments,

respectively. The DO was therefore never limiting within

the reactors (Knowles et al. 1965).

Synthetic wastewater (SWW) solution was used to

provide nutrients and ammonia to the biofilm within the

reactors. The SWW was composed of Na2CO3·H2O

(44mg/L), FeSO4·7H2O (80mg/L), ethylenediamine tetra-

acetic acid (EDTA) (178mg/L), KH2PO4 (5,833mg/L),

NaH2PO4 (463mg/L), CaCl2·2H2O (30mg/L), MgSO4·7-

H2O (178mg/L), MnCl2·4H2O (0.1mg/L), Na2MoO4·2H2-

O (0.05mg/L), CuSO4·5H2O (0.01mg/L), ZnSO4·7H2O

(0.05mg/L). The feed supplied to the laboratory reactors

was devoid of NO2
2 , NO

2
3 and carbon while the ammonia

concentration within the feed was maintained at 15mg-N/L

during the experiments.

Analysis

NHþ
4 -N was measured by spectrophotometry at 425nm

(3642-SC, LaMotte, MD). NO2
2 -N and NO2

3 -N were

measured by Orion Ionplus, ion selective electrodes 9746

and 9707, respectively (Thermo Scientific, MA). Biofilm

mass and nitrogen content of biofilm were analyzed at

selected times using the procedure described in Delatolla

et al. (2008). This procedure incorporates an agitation
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process used to remove the biofilm from the substratum; a

filtration and weighing procedure used to measure the

biofilm mass; and subsequently a modified total Kjeldahl

nitrogen (TKN) analysis that enables nitrogen content of

the biofilm to be measured directly on the filter that was

used to weigh the biofilm.

RESULTS

The results of two sets of experiments are presented in this

study: (i) experiments conducted on attached growth

nitrifying populations acclimatized to 48C, and (ii) shock

experiments performed when these populations did not

undergo an acclimatization period. The rates of nitrification

were also measured at 208C using a nitrifying bacterial

population which had been acclimatized to 208C in order to

provide baseline rates. The 208C experiments were followed

by an acclimatization period whereby the temperature

within the reactors was decreased from 208C to 48C over a

period of 21 days. Once the reactors reached 48C, they were

maintained at this temperature for 115 days while the rate

of nitrification was intermittently measured throughout this

period. Figure 2 shows the temperature profile of the

experimental period as well as the rates of ammonia

removal for the two reactors (R1 and R2).

The shock experiments at 48C and 208C were performed

while the reactors were running at 208C and after 115 days

at 48C, respectively. The shock experiment at 48C was

conducted by rapidly lowering the temperature of the

reactors from 208C to 48C within a time span of 20hrs

and subsequently measuring the rate of nitrification. The

shock experiment at 208C was performed at the end of the

115 day period at 48C by increasing the reactor temperature

from 48C to 208C within a time span of 20 hrs.

Acclimatized experiments

Figure 2 shows the ammonia removal rates which were

obtained at 208C followed by the five kinetic measurements

at the various lengths of exposure at 48C after acclimatiz-

ation. The rates were calculated at steady state conditions by:

RA ¼ ðCAf 2 CAÞ £Q=Vb ð1Þ

where RA is the rate of ammonia removal, CAf and CA

are the inlet and outlet concentrations of ammonia,

respectively, Q is the flow rate in and out of the reactors

and Vb is the bed volume of beads within the reactors.

Figure 2 | Temperature profile and rate of ammonia removal for reactors R1 and R2 versus exposure time at cold temperature. Three experimental periods are shown:

(i) 208C experiments; (ii) the steady, incremental acclimatization period from 208C to 48C; and (iii) the 48C experiments.
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The results shown in Figure 2 demonstrate that

although there exists a significant difference between the

rates of ammonia removal at 208C and those obtained at

48C, attached growth nitrification still occurs after 115 days

at the low temperature. During the period at which the

reactors remained at 48C, the rates decreased from 2.3 to

0.36 kg-N/m3/d in R1 and from 2.8 to 0.13 kg-N/m3/d in

R2. This decrease demonstrates that the exposure time at

48C has a critical effect on the rate of ammonia removal.

A comparison between the two reactors throughout the

entire experimental phase demonstrates good repeatability.

It should be noted that the times at 48C that are referred to

in this study are in addition to the 21 day acclimatization

period (Figure 2).

Figure 3 shows the mass of biofilm and nitrogen content

of the biofilm at 208C as well as after 17 days and 118 days

at 48C (3 days after the final kinetic experiment). The error

bars for the nitrogen weight percent are too small to be seen

on the graph. The mass of biofilm per bead at 48C after 17

days and after 118 days is not significantly different from

that measured at 208C. This suggests that the mass of biofilm

within the reactors did not noticeably change throughout

the experiments and hence the nitrifying biomass was not

lost or washed out. Hence, the observed decrease in the rate

of ammonia removal (Figure 2) was not due to loss of

biomass within the reactors. Also the weight percent of

nitrogen in the biofilm remained between 4.5% and 6.5%,

indicating that there was no accumulation or loss of

nitrogen within the biofilm during any of the experimental

phases. This finding is of significance to the mass balance

analysis presented below.

Figure 4a and b show the rates of nitritification

(oxidation of ammonia to nitrite) and nitratification

(oxidation of nitrite to nitrate) for reactors R1 and R2,

respectively. Both reactors show that, immediately after

acclimatization and up to 95 days at 48C the rate of

nitratification is lower that of nitritification. Thus, nitrifica-

tion did not proceed to completion during these tests due to

the lower rates of nitratification as compared to nitritifica-

tion. Subsequently, after 95 days, the rates of nitratification

and nitritification within both reactors become comparable

in value.

During the first 50 days at 48C, which corresponds to the

first three experiments conducted at 48C, an accumulation

of nitrite was observed within both reactors. The nitrite

concentrations ranged between 1.10mg-N/L and 3.14mg-

N/L within R1 and between 0.50mg-N/L and 2.95mg-N/L

within R2. Figure 5 shows the percentage of ammonia–

nitrogen that is oxidized to nitrite–nitrogen without

becoming further oxidized to nitrate–nitrogen as a function

of exposure time at 48C. The slower rate of nitratification as

compared to nitritification results in the buildup of nitrite

within the reactors. The nitrite concentration that accumu-

lated within R1 corresponds to 46% and 43% of the total

amount of ammonia–nitrogen that was oxidized after 4 and

50 days at 48C, respectively. This result indicates that

approximately half the amount of ammonia–nitrogen that

was oxidized during the nitritification step remained within

the system as nitrite. R2 demonstrates an accumulation of

nitrite that represents 52% and 38% of the total amount of

ammonia–nitrogen that was oxidized after 4 and 50 days at

48C, respectively. After 95 and 115 days at 48C, however, R1

showed a significantly lower percentage of nitrite accumu-

lation within the system while R2 demonstrated non-

detectable concentrations of nitrite. Thus, after 95 days at

48C, the rates of nitratification and nitritification within R1

and R2 became comparable.

The feed contained ammonia as the sole nitrogen

source. It was also devoid of any organic carbon source.

Both reactors were supplied with significant aeration in

order to prevent denitrification. Based on the consideration

that the system was at steady-state and assuming that

nitrification is the dominant pathway for the removal of

ammonia, the amount of nitrogen used for the synthesis of

new cells should be equal to the total amount of ammonia–

nitrogen used subtracted by the sum of nitrite–nitrogen and

nitrate–nitrogen produced. A strong correlation between

the calculated fraction of the ammonia–nitrogen used for

cell synthesis and values from past studies will be used to

confirm the nitrogen mass balance and ultimately conclude

that nitrification is the dominant pathway for ammonia–

nitrogen removal. The percent of ammonia–nitrogen used

for cell synthesis for each experiment was calculated at

steady state conditions using Equations (2) and (3):

CAU ¼ CAf 2 CA ð2Þ

Ps ¼ ððCAU 2 CNO2
2 CNO3

Þ=CAUÞ £ 100 ð3Þ
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where CAU is the amount of ammonia used; CNO2 and CNO3

are the concentrations of the accumulated nitrite and

nitrate within the reactor, respectively; PS is the percentage

of ammonia–nitrogen used for cell synthesis.

The average percent of ammonia–nitrogen used for

cell synthesis experiments was 4.8 ^ 5.4%. Figure 3

demonstrates that the biofilm weight percentage is

between 4.5% and 6.5% nitrogen. Others (Rittmann &

Figure 3 | Mass of biofilm per bead with error bars and nitrogen weight percent for (i) 208C; (ii) after 17 days at 48C; and (iii) after 118 days at 48C. Reactor R1 and R2 shown in

(a) and (b), respectively. Note error bars for nitrogen weight percent are too small to be seen in the graphs.
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McCarty 2001; Metcalf & Eddy 2003) have estimated the

fraction of nitrogen used for cell synthesis to be

approximately 5 to 7%. Thus, the percentage of ammo-

nia–nitrogen used for cell synthesis calculated in this

study correlates well with past findings, therefore con-

firming the hypothesis that nitrification is the dominant

pathway for ammonia–nitrogen removal within the

reactors.

Figure 4 | Temperature profile and rate of nitritification and nitratification for reactors R1 and R2, shown in (a) and (b), respectively, versus exposure time at cold temperatures.

Three experimental periods are shown: (i) 208C experiments; (ii) the steady, incremental acclimatization period from 208C to 48C; and (iii) the 48C experiments.
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Shock experiments

The ammonia removal rates for the shock experiments are

shown in Figure 6. Figure 6a shows that in both reactors the

rate decreases by 50% after the temperature is decreased

from 208C to 48C. Both reactors show that the rate of

ammonia removal after being shocked down to a tempera-

ture of 48C (Figure 6a) is significantly lower than the rate

of ammonia removal immediately after acclimatization

(Figure 2). However, the rate only 4 days after the accli-

matization period is comparable to the shock experiment

rates for both reactors. Moreover, no significant differences

between the rates of nitritification and nitratification were

observed for the 48C shock experiment. In contrast, the rate

of nitratification was significantly lower than the rate of

nitratification immediately after acclimatization. This may

be explained by the fact that the acclimatized experiments

may have allowed enough time for the microbial commu-

nity to adjust to the change in temperature.

The rates of ammonia removal after 115 days at 48C are

shown in Figure 6b adjacent to the rates measured within

the two reactors after they were shocked back up to 208C.

A significant increase is seen between the rates of ammonia

removal after 115 days at 48C and the rates of removal after

being shocked to 208C. The increase in the rate of ammonia

removal between the 208C shock experiment and the

experiment after 115 days at 48C was approximately 200%

to 300% for reactors R1 and R2, respectively. The rates of

nitritification and nitratification were similar for the 208C

shock experiment, which correlates well with the results of

the 208C experiments conducted prior to acclimatization.

DISCUSSION

In order to compare the results of this work to past studies

reported in the literature and to evaluate the change in the

rates during the exposure of the microbial population to

48C, Arrhenius-type temperature correction coefficient

relationships were calculated from the experimental data.

Table 1 lists the temperature correction coefficients u and k

(as defined below) for each of the 48C experimental tests

and shock tests conducted in this study.

Figure 5 | Temperature profile and the percentage of ammonia-nitrogen that is oxidized to nitrite–nitrogen without becoming further oxidized to nitrate–nitrogen versus exposure

time at 48C. Three experimental periods are shown: (i) 208C experiments; (ii) the steady, incremental acclimatization period from 208C to 48C; and (iii) the 48C experiments.
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Temperature correction coefficients: acclimatized

experiments

The temperature correction coefficient, u, was calculated

using Equation (4):

K2 ¼ K1·u
ðT22T1Þ ð4Þ

where K1 and K2 are the ammonia removal rates at

temperatures T1 and T2 (8C), respectively. This assumes

that nitrification is zero order above ammonia concen-

trations of 5mg-N/L (USEPA 1993); in fact, the ammonia

concentration never dropped below 5mg-N/L in this study.

The u value for the five 48C acclimatized experiments and

the 48C shock experiment was calculated by setting T1 equal

to 208C, K1 equal to the rate of ammonia removal at 208C,

T2 equal to 48C, and K2 equal to the kinetic rate at 48C. The

u value for the 208C shock experiment, on the other hand,

was calculated by setting T1 equal to 48C, K1 equal to the

rate of ammonia removal after 115 days at 48C, T2 equal to

208C and K2 equal to the rate of the 208C shock experiment.

While temperature correction coefficients are best calcu-

lated using kinetic results from multiple temperatures, this

study aims to characterize the effect of exposure time at 48C

on ammonia removal kinetics and thus has measured

kinetic results at two distinct temperatures. Although the

calculated correction coefficients are based upon results

from only two temperatures, a comparison between these

values and those of past studies is of interest in the

consideration of the findings of this study.

Past studies that have (or appear to have) acclimatized

the system down to cold temperatures report u values of

1.127 (Downing & Hopwood 1964), 1.076 (Painter &

Loveless 1983), 1.02 (158C to 78C) and 1.40 (78C to 28C)

(Oleszkiewicz & Berquist 1988), and 1.165 (McCartney &

Oleszkiewicz 1990). Despite this large variability in the

Table 1 | Temperature correction coefficients u and k for reactors R1 and R2

Time

at 48Cp

Temperature

correction

coefficient—u

Temperature

correction

coefficient—k

Experiment (days) R1 R2 R1 R2

48C Experiment 1 0 1.002 1.018 0.001 0.018

48C Experiment 2 4 1.029 1.049 0.028 0.047

48C Experiment 3 50 1.093 1.146 0.089 0.136

48C Experiment 4 95 1.118 1.201 0.112 0.183

48C Experiment 5 115 1.123 1.216 0.116 0.196

48C Shock Experiment – 1.037 1.048 0.036 0.047

208C Shock Experiment – 1.068 1.133 0.066 0.125

pThe time at 48C begins after the acclimatization period.

Figure 6 | Rate of ammonia removal for (a) reactor R1 and (b) reactor R2, during the 208C shock experiment. The rate of ammonia removal after 115 days at 48C is also shown in (a).

The rate of ammonia removal at 208C is also shown in (b).
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reported values of u, 1.072 has been recently accepted for

the design of WWTPs (Hwang & Oleszkiewicz 2007). In the

comparison of the above studies (all performed on

suspended growth cells) with the current work using an

attached growth system it is important to be aware that

attached growth nitrifiers and suspended growth nitrifiers

exhibit different rates of nitrification due to immobilization

which can inevitably produce very different temperature

correction coefficient values (Aravinthan et al. 1998).

The lack of consistent u values within the studies above

remains a major concern when designing a treatment

system to be operated under varying temperatures. The

dependence of the rate of nitrification at cold temperatures

upon the time that the system remains exposed to cold

temperature may be the key parameter responsible for the

large variance in the reported u values (since the previously

reported studies do not mention the exposure time at cold

temperatures prior to testing the kinetics of the system, it is

assumed that the tests were conducted shortly after the

acclimatization period). The results of the present study

demonstrate that keeping the system at cold temperatures

for a few days following the acclimatization period

significantly reduces the rates of ammonia removal and

subsequently the calculated u values (Figure 2). Thus, the

acclimatization period from warm temperatures to cold

temperature does not ensure that the system approaches

steady state immediately after the acclimatization period

and the u value appears to be a function of time.

The range in u values for the acclimatized 48C

experiments of this study was from 1.002 to 1.123 between

zero and 115 days at 48C for reactor R1 and was from 1.018

to 1.216 for reactor R2 (Table 1). Moreover, a change in u

from 1.002 to 1.029 and 1.018 to 1.049 was demonstrated

for R1 and R2, respectively, over a time of only 4 days. This

dependence of the temperature correction coefficient on the

exposure time at 48C is expressed below in Equation (5):

u ¼ 381 £ 1022· ln ðtÞ þ 9:83 £ 1021 ð5Þ

where t is the number of days at 48C. An exposure time of

20 days at 48C, for R1, correlates to the commonly accepted

u value of 1.072; while an exposure time of 8 days at 48C, for

R2, correlates to this same commonly used u value of 1.072.

The rate of ammonia removal for both reactors did not start

to stabilize at a constant value until after approximately

95 days. Thus, the use of this u value to design attached

growth treatment systems that function at low temperatures

for more than a month may lead to the false conclusion

that there is a constant rate at temperatures below or

equal to 48C.

The second of the two temperature correction coeffi-

cients used to compare this study’s results to the findings of

other researchers is the k value. The temperature correction

coefficient, k, can be calculated using Equation (6):

K2 ¼ K1·e
kðT22T1Þ ð6Þ

where the values of K1 and K2 used to calculate k for

the various experiments are the same as described above for

the determination of the u value.

Andersson et al. (2001) studied the effects of tempera-

ture on rates of nitrification within attached growth

drinking water treatment systems. In this study, the system

was allowed to remain at cold temperatures (average tempe-

rature of 5.48C) for up to 100 consecutive days. They

calculated a k value of 0.058 excluding rates below 58C and

a k value of 0.122 including kinetic rates below 58C.

The range in k values for the acclimatized 48C

experiments in the present study, shown in Table 1, was

from 1.00 £ 1023 to 1.16 £ 1021 between zero and 115

days at 48C for R1 and was from 1.80 £ 1022 to

1.96 £ 1021 for R2. This change in the k value demon-

strates that the exposure time at low temperature has a

strong effect on the kinetics of the system.

The results of reactor R1 demonstrate that the system

approached the k value of Andersson et al. (2001) after 115

days at 48C, while reactor R2 reached the k value of

Andersson et al. after approximately 43 days. Thus, the

results of this study demonstrate a good correlation with

Andersson et al. even though their system was operated

under drinking water treatment conditions.

Field experiments of attached growth nitrification at

cold temperatures for prolonged periods of time are limited

in current literature. Thus, a comparison of our findings to

current literature findings is also limited. However, future

research endeavors of this work are to explore the effects of

exposure times to cold temperature on attached growth

nitrification in the field at a pilot-scale.
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Temperature correction coefficients: shock

experiments

Head & Oleszkiewicz (2004) along with Hwang &

Oleszkiewicz (2007) have determined temperature correc-

tion coefficients, u, of 1.088 and 1.116, respectively, for

shock experiments conducted on suspended growth systems

down to 108C. The results of this study, shown in Table 1,

demonstrate u values of 1.037 and 1.048 for reactors R1 and

R2, respectively. Thus, the u values from the shock experi-

ments reported here are significantly lower than the results

of the above-mentioned studies. This finding suggests

that the kinetics of the systems in this study are less

sensitive to sudden temperature changes. This discrepancy

may be explained by the fact that attached growth nitrifiers

used in this study differ in their response to temperature

changes as compared to suspended growth nitrifiers used in

previous studies.

Bouillot et al. (1992) conducted shock experiments

down to temperatures of 18C on attached growth nitrifiers

within drinking water treatment systems. They calculated a

temperature correction coefficient, k, of 1.22 £ 1021. The

results of the current study, shown in Table 1, once again

reveal lower temperature correction coefficients than

previous reports. Reactors R1 and R2 demonstrate k values

of 3.60 £ 1022 and 4.70 £ 102, respectively, which suggests

less impact of sudden temperature changes on the kinetics

of the system. Although Bouillot et al. (1992) used attached

growth nitrifiers; their systems were fed less than 1mg

NHþ
4ZN=L. This low concentration of ammonia, common

for drinking water systems, may have limited the rate of

nitrification within their attached growth treatment systems

(Gullicks & Cleasby 1986; Parker et al. 1989, 1995).

CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study reveal that the bacterial mediated

process of nitrification within an attached growth treatment

system maintained significant rates of ammonia removal up

to and including 115 days at the constant, low temperature

of 48C. Furthermore, this study demonstrated that the

exposure time that the system remains at low temperature

has a strong effect on the rates of ammonia removal of the

system. In particular, a pronounced kinetic reduction

immediately after the acclimatization period was observed.

The analytical phase of this study expressed the dependence

of the temperature correction coefficient on exposure time

at 48C. Although this equation only applies to the

experiments conducted at two distinct temperatures, a

strong correlation was demonstrated in our lab between

this equation and preliminary field data. The correlation of

this equation to field data is the focus of future research.
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